ADD-A-LINE WORDS

Add lines to complete letters in these words to discover objects threatened by fire. ......

WOOD
ANIMA-
FIRE
PEE
BLAZE
LAP-
ENP_
LEAVES
APALS
SHED
NEIGHBORHOOD
NIP

.....and things that can protect them!

WATER
E/INGL:HEP
HOLE
STOVE
PAKE
:PIPE:IGHT:EP
STOVEA:AP:\nPANGER\nSTATE\n:PIPE:ENG\n:SPARK APPE\n

SHEEPS

SHOVEL
HOSE
EXTINUISH\nWATER
STAIRS
NEIGHBORS
DOGS
GRASS
WOOH

EARS

PEOPLE
BAIRS
BUSSERS
TREE
HOUSET
ANIMALS
WOOD